
Nursery Homework  
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The children have been getting used to all our routines in and outside the classroom.  In science we 

 have been learning about the five senses.  We did a smelling experiment and had to smell  

different pots and say what was in them.  We have also looked at different exotic fruit and had a 

 taste and said which our favourite was. 

 

 

 

Sharing stories helps your child’ development 

in a lot of ways 

Share a favourite story with your child.   

 Vary the pace of your reading as well 

as how loud you read.  Changing your 

voice for different characters can also 

be fun. 

 Ask your child some questions about 

the story- for example what will 

happen next?  Why is the baby happy?  

Who has the ball? 

 Chant or sing repetitive phrases and 

words together. 

 

Practise counting objects! 

Put out some small objects – up to 5 to 

begin with.  Help your child to  put them 

into  a line to make it easier to count.  

Make sure your child counts them 

properly- touching each one as they say 

each number.  Once they are confident in 

counting 5 objects see if they can count 

up to 10 objects reliably.  Then extend 

past 10.   

Please can you help your child to make a 

picture of themselves to display on our 

wall.  You can make the pictures in 

whichever way you wish.  You could draw 

round your child on a piece of wall paper 

and they could paint it or you could do a 

picture of just their face.  Talk about 

what hair and eye colour they have got. 

This week our Nursery Star of the Week 

is… 

      Blue- Boy! 

Blue-Boy has settled very well.  He has 

been great at listening to what he has to 

do.  He made a great rocket in the 

creative area and he has been so helpful 

at tidy up time. 
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